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the material for operation. This control means
Ethe invention relates to new aad useful in a is
provided With a fluid which moves from one
provements in a, fluid pressure feeding mechaa
Rhisin for metal working tools.
An object of the invention is to provide an
-gs automatic fluid pressure controlled neans used
in conjunction with a fluid pressure feeding mech
anism for moving the metal working tool back and
forth, which fluid pressure controlled means hay
be manually rendered effective. Or ineffective.
A further object of the invention is to provide
a fluid pressure. Aechanisia for feeding a reta
Working tool, with means for controlling the
movement of the tool whereby said too may be

side of a piston in a cylinder to the other side
thereof through a by-pass which is controlled by
2, needle valve. There is also a by-pass from one
side of this piston to the other which is controlled
by a one-way ball valve. This is so arranged that
when the feed shaft is retracted the retarding
Eleans is in a large ineasure inactive to getard the
Rovergaent thereof, so that it may be quickly re
tracted.

Also associated with this fuid pressure feeding
rechasis is a automatic reversing device
reverses the fitid pressure on the piston
advanced quickly to a position for engagement which
carried by the feed shaft when the feed sh&ft has 5

with the material, after which it is slowly fed for moved forward to a predetermined set position.
ward as the material is operated upon.
A further object of the invention is to provide It also reverses the novesent of the feed shaft
2:

25

a control for a fid pressure feeding mechanisia
of the above character Therein the metal Working
tool anay be quickly retracted after the cutting
Operation is iiinished.
These and other objects will in part be obvious
and will in par, he hereinafter razore illy dise
closed.
In the drawings which shovy by Way of illus
tration one embodizient of the invention:Rigre 1 is a view showing shore or less dia

when it, Ras been retracted to a predetermined
Set position. This is a fluid pressure control and

associated therewith is a grantial ineans for 'en

dering the Sane ineffective when it is desired to
stop the inachine.
Referring more in detail to the drawings, tie
invention is shown as applied to a multiple spiris
dle drill press which is provided with a support
ing head carried by a sleeve 2 mounted for re
ciprocating in a Supporting frame 3. In this
head are two drill spindles 3 and 5. These drill
grammatically and in section a fluid pressure spindles
are operated by suitable devices which

25

i?eeding rechanist enbodying the inventioia, are connected to an actuating shaft 6. The one 30
shown as applied to a multiple spindle drili press. actuating shaft operates both drill spindles.
Fig. 2 is a detail snovying the feeding anech as a his operating shaft, S carries a gear wheel
2nisia as having Eoyed tiae operating tool tag to which
aeshes with a gear wheel 8 on the main
a point where it is about, to engage the materia. actuating
shaft Swhich is driven by a belt pulley
and the retarding fiuid control mechanisix, which
as shown in the drawings. She operating shaft 35
35 retards the feed so that it may be slowly fed during 6 has a splined connection with the gear wheel.
the operation of the Éool on the naataria.
that it can nove endwise in said gear wheel.
Sig. 3 is an enlarged detail in section showing so
This is for the purgose of perinitting the drill
the construction of the exhaust valve associated spindle head to be advanced and retracted for
With the Re2 as Eat cools the again yave oi presenting the tools to the 'graterial to be oper
40 ae feeding Yechanis.
atted upon and for feeding the tools during th
The invention is directed to a fluid pressie operation on the material.
feeding mechanisian for a metal working Co.
ine spindle carrying head is attached to a,
Which includes a, recipirocating iead S23, which feed shaft G. This feed shaft, is mounted for
is moved forward and back for advancing and re reciprocating in the Yain supporting frame 3. 45
45 tracting the metal Working tool by a pistoia wick Said frame is provided with a cylinder a 2 closed by
is subjected to a fuid pressure. ASSociated with a suitable cylinder head 3 and in this cylinder
5O
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this feed shaft, is a retarding Reais Somewhat is is a pistora fé which is fixed to the feed shaft.
the nature of a dashpot. There is a fluid coins The frame is provided with a port 5 which leads
toiled means which connes into action to retardi from a valve chamber G to one end of the cylin
the forward movement of the feed shaft so as to

der 2 and a port

50

leading from said valve

prevent the tool from striking the material as it
to the other end of said cylinder S 2.
is brought into position for Operation. Elas CO2e chamber
I?ounted in this valve chamber is a control valve
trol means is preserably connected to ae feed G3. The Ogerating fuid whici is preferably air
shaft by a lost motion couping winich pernits the is supplied to the Valve chasinoar frog) an inlet
feed shaft, to Y?ave rapidly to preseat the icoi (

55
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port 9 connected to a supply pipe 2a. An exit
port 9b is connected to the chamber 6 which
takes the exhaust from the cylinder f2. The
valve 8 is operated by a fluid controlled device
which, as shown in the drawings, consists of a
piston rod 20 carrying a piston 2 f which is mount

O

5
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carrying a piston. 36. Mounted on the end of the
feed shaft f is a coupling head 37. This cou
pling head is rigidly attached to the piston rod
35. Said coupling head is sleeve formed and the
end of the feed shaft i? extends into said cou
pling head. There is an adjustable member 38
ed for reciprocating in a cylinder 22 formed in the which closes the coupling head and this member
main frame 3.
slides freely on the shaft.
At one end of said cylinder 22 is an inlet port A set nut 39 is used for locking said member
23 which is connected through a port 24 with the 38 in adjusted positions. On the extreme end of
inlet port f 9. A valve 25 is provided in this inlet the feed shaft f is a fixed collar 40. The cou O
port 24, which valve is normally held closed by pling head is free to move on the feed shaft if
means of a Spring 28. This valve is released by until this collar 40 engages either the inner end
a dog which is moved by the feed shaft as will of the coupling head or the member 38. The
be more fully described later,
cylinder 4 is preferably filled with oil. There
Associated with the valve 25 is an exhaust valve is a port 4 leading from the left hand end of
25a. Said exhaust valve is in the form of a sleeve said cylinder 34 and a port 42 leading from the
having a tapered end 25b which fits in a seat in the right hand end of said cylinder. The needle valve
top of the valve 25. A spring 25c normally forces 43 controls the flow of the oil from the left hand
this valve in an upward direction. The opening end of the cylinder to the right hand end of the
25d centrally of the sleeve is a port for allowing cylinder. This needle valve is capable of being 20
the exhaust of the air from the cylinder 22. This adjusted and is held in set positions by a spring
port 25d leads to a cross port which in turn leads finger 44. There is also a port 45 leading from
to the atmosphere.
the left hand end of the cylinder 34 and a port 46
At the other end of the cylinder 22 is an inlet leading from the right hand end of said cylinder. 25
port 27 which connects with an inlet port 28 These ports are connected and the connection
which in turn connects with the inlet port 9. is controlled by a ball valve 47 which is spring
There is a valve 29 which closes this inlet port pressed upwardly by means of a spring 48. This
2 and this valve is raised by means of a spring ball valve is so positioned that the oil can flow

30. The valve 29 is likewise Operated by this con freely from the right hand end of the cylinder to 30
trol dog which will be described later.
the left hand thereof but cannot flow through
There is an exhaust valve 29d associated with the ports 45 and 46 from the left hand end to
the valve 29 and held normally raised by a spring the right hand end.
29b. There is a port through this valve similar Mounted on the coupling head 3 are the control
35 to that shown in detail in Fig. 3 in connection dogs which bring about a reversal of the direction
with the valve 25d. When the dog engages the of movement of the feed shaft. There are two 35
upper end of the exhaust valve 29a, it forces it dogs one of which is indicated at 49 and the other
downward, causing it to engage the seat on the at 50. The dog 50 is adjustably secured to the
valve 29. This closes the exhaust port and a coupling head by a body 5 passing through a slot
40 further downward movement of the valve 29a 52 in the dog. The dog 49 is held in adjusted
will unseat the valve 29 and allow the fluid to positions by a similar bolt passing through a slot. 40
30

pass into the right hand end of the cylinder 22. in the dog which are shown in broken lines in
Wise, it will be forced downward into engagement upon the stem of the valve 29 and the dog 49 op
with the valve 25 thus closing the port through erates upon the stem of the valve 25. As shown
the valve 25a and unseating the valve 25. Just in Fig. 1 the dog 50 has depressed the valve 29
as soon as the dog 50 releases the valve 29.a. it will and allowed fluid to pass to the right hand end
be raised by the springs 30 and 29b so as to seat of the cylinder 22.
the valve 29 and unseat the valve 29a,
The operation of the device is thought to be
Between the inlet port 28 and the inlet port f8 obvious from the above description. When the
is the valve 8 which is normally forced to closed parts are in the position shown in Fig. the feed
position by a spring 32 and when in closed posi shaft is at the extreme right of its movement
tion it cuts off communication between the port and the operating tool retracted from the ma
9 and the port 28. This valve is lifted by a hand terial. The retracting movement of the feed shaft
lever 33 which is operated manually when it is through the dog 50 opens the valve 29 and per
desired to start the machine and set the feeding mits fluid under pressure to be supplied from the
mechanism into operation. As long as this valve port f 9 to the cylinder 22 and moves the piston 2
is raised the feeding mechanism will continue to to the left hand, and this has reversed the valve
move back and forth and be automatically re f 8 so as to permit fluid to pass from the supply
versed by this control device which has just been port 9 to the right hand end of the cylinder 2.

When the dog 49 engages the valve 25a, like Fig. 1 of the drawings. The dog 50 operates
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as

described in detail. In the drawings the hand
lever is depressed, the valve raised and the ma
chine in Operation.
The shaft 20 is connected by means of a link
20a to an arm 8a, connected to the shaft carry
ing the valve 8.
Associated with this fluid pressure feeding
mechanism is a fluid controlled governing mech

45

The feed shaft will now move forward and will 60

move very rapidly until the collar 40 engages the
member 38 and causes the piston 36 to move with
the feed shaft. At this time the oil in the cylin
der 34 will retard the forward movement of the
feed shaft and thus stop the rapid advancement 65

of the tool before it strikes the material. The
by-pass will permit the oil to flow slowly from
anism which permits the tool to be quickly ad One side of the pistOn 36 to the other under the
vanced to a point adjacent the material - after

control of the needle valve which may be adjust
which it is moved slowly into contact with thema ed and this permits the continued advance move 70
terial and for the feeding of the tool during the ment of the feed shaft and a feed of the tools
cutting of the material. This governing device during the cutting operation on the material.
includes a cylinder 3i formed in the main frame When the feed tools have finished their for
3. Mounted in said cylinder is a piston rod 35 ward movement then the dog 49 will engage the
s

3
of a translatable member, fluid pressure
stem of the valve 25 and will open this valve. tion
means for moving said member back and forth,
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Meanwhile the valve 29 has been released and a governing means for controlling the forward
closed but is held yieldingly closed. Air under movement of said translatable member including
pressure now will pass from the port 24 through cylinder, a piston in said cylinder, a piston rod
the port 23 to the left hand end of the cylinder aattached
to said piston, a sleeve carried by said
22 and this will move the piston 2 along the cyl piston rod,
a member connected to said trans
inder 22 and reverse the valve 8 so as to permit latable member
extending into Said sleeve,
air under pressure to pass from the port 9 a collar carried and
the end of said member ex
through the port into the cylinder 2, and tending into saidbysleeve,
an adjustable member
0 thus move the feed shaft to the right. When the for closing the end of the sleeve and serving as a
feed shaft starts its movement to the right, the Stop for retarding the movement of the trans
collar 4 moves away from the member 38 and
member, a needle valve bypass for by
will finally contact with the inner end of the latable
passing
from the front side of said piston to
coupling head 3. The piston 36 is free to move the rearfluid
side thereof while the translatable mem
to the right hand end of the cylinder 38 as the ber is moving
in a forward direction under con
oil is then by-passed through the ports 46 and 35 trol of Said piston,
a check valve controlled
forcing the ball yalve i away from its seat. bypass leading fromand
rear side of the piston to
This allows the tool to be very rapidly retracted. the front Side thereofthe
for bypassing the fluid when
This retracting movement of the feed shaft the translatable member
is anowing in a backward
20 through the dog 58 releases the valve 29 which direction.
begins the next feeding cycle.
Working machine, the combi.
Just as long as the valve 8 is raised from its 2. In ofa a metal
translatable member, a fluid pressure
seat and fiuid is supplied to the port 28 the feed nation
motor for moving said member back and forth
slide will be reciprocated back and forth, COn including
a cylinder, a fluid operated piston in

5
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tinuing its cycles of operation. When the valve said cylinder, a piston rod connecting said piston
3 is closed, then the air pressure is cut off from to said translatable member, means for revers
the port 28 but not off from the port 24, and ing the flow of fluid pressure to the motor for re
therefore, the feed shaft will move until it reaches versing the movement of the piston and the trans
its fully retracted position when it will stop. This latable member, a separate governing means for 30
30 manually controlled valve is a means for render controlling the forward movement of said trans
ing the fluid controlled reversing means effective latable member including a cylinder, a piston in
or ineffective. When it is opened, then this fluid Said cylinder, a piston rod connected to said last
controlled reversing means becomes effective and named piston, a sleeve carried by said last-named
the cycles of operation continue, one after an piston
said piston rod of the fluid pressure 35
other. On the other hand, When the valve is motor rod,
being
through the end of the
closed, then the reversing means is rendered in fiuid pressure extended
cylinder
into
said sleeve, a collar on
effective and the feed slide will stop in its re the end of Said fluid pressure
piston rod, an ad
tracted position.
justable
member
for
closing
the
end of the sleeve
While the invention as shown is applied to a and Serving as a stop for retarding
the movement 40
multiple
spindle
drill
press,
it
will
be
understood
of
the
piston
rod
in
the
fluid
pressure
on
40
that it may be used in connection with a single the forward stroke of the translatablecylinder
member,
spindle drill press Or as a means for feeding any needle valve bypass for bypassing fluid from thea
kind of tools for machining operations.
side of said piston to the rear side thereof
It will be obvious also that the details of con front
While
the translatable member is moving on its
struction and the arrangement of parts may be forward
stroke under the control of the governing
widely varied without departing from the spirit means, and
check valve controlled bypass lead
of the invention as set forth in the appended ing from thea rear
side of the piston to the front
claims.
side
thereof
for
bypassing
fluid when the trans
Having fully described the invention, what is
able
member
is
moving
in a backward direc 50
50 claimed as new and desired to be secured by Let ion.
ters Patent, is:EDWARD JOSLIN KINGSBURY,
1. In a metal working machine, the combina
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